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Workshop questions
How should uniform criteria for high-level automation and AI performance
requirements be defined in relationship to goal-based legislation? The role of
authorities, classification societies and other third parties?

General MURAL tips

How should the validation and certification of a third party and the approval
and supervision of the authorities be developed? Development of cyber
security certification? Self-certification and other voluntary tools?

Select Outline from the top menu to move
to each section of the board.
To move around the board, hold the
spacebar, click and drag.

Should follow
existing
legislation , if
any

Write here!

Standardisation are
essential for machineto-machine
communication,
interoperability of
various navigation
subsystems and
datasets

Difficult and
wide subject

Zoom in and out from your mouse or
trackpad or Cmd/Ctrl and + or - from your
keyboard.

Difference
between
conventional
algorithms and
machine
learning

Third parties
to test and
issue licenses
or certificate

Add sticky notes by right-clicking on the
canvas or select from the left-hand menu.

Authorities
monitor
compliance

machine
learning
tested
statistically

Low-level
testing of the
capabilities
first

Edit sticky notes by double-clicking on
text. To duplicate click and hold the ALT
key.

Where to
get the data
sets for
testing

Simulation

Suggest using
TPM/HSM
Modules with
PKI Type Key
Management

Write here!

Need to
specify the
requirements

Need
standardization.

standardisation
at international
level or at least
European

Who has the
capabilities to
do which
task?

Safety-critical
algorithms for
e.g. navigation
could be besed
on rules e.g.
COLREG

Open
sharing of
data

Dont mix
automation
and AI

Autonomous vessels, their
equipment and AI related
to specific hull and
machinery shoud be type
approved...
IACS unified requirements
for design and build and
then flag admin approval
for type.

assurance is
the key skill

Can we re-use the
same security
specification and
requirements already
defined for other
verticals or sectors
e.g. automotive?

Combination
of virtual and
real world
tests

Independent simulationbased V&V or then a
combination of virtual and
real world tests. A
question that is relevant
here is how much testing
and for example different
scenarios is enough?

Self-certification
requires precise
requirements for
target
performance and
data sets used
Authorities could
help by providing
requirements on a
technical level
(standards?)

Ergonomics is the
discipline that
measures human
performance when
using systems

Knowledge
engineering
to ensure
quality of AI

Roundtable theme:
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS,
VALIDATION AND CERTIFICATION

Needd
certification

Is it possible to define in ecosystemic cooperation Operational District Domain (ODD) (conditions
where MASS can properly operate) and minimum risk manouvre (What the MASS can do to minimize
the risk in case that the master does not take over control after a transition period) in maritime
transport? Or a minimum risk condition (MRC) (state that the ship should enter in conditions that are
outside those in which it can operate normally)

It is crucial to develop competent, impartial and
technology-neutral third party validation and
certification and auditing of third parties. It should
be ensured that a ship as an integrated system as
well as devices and algorhitms are trustworthy and
compliant with legislation and that cybersecurity
can be ensured. It requires competence and
knowhow. Level-playing field for all kind of
companies have to be ensured to develop and
uptake new products and algorhitms.

We need a
systematic
way to build
evidencebased trust
One relevant
approach: the
development of
Safety Cases for
authorities, which is
done in other safetycritical industries.

risk-based
approach to
allow for
range of
applications

Open
source
self-certification still
requires assurance of
process/management
system

Legistlation and authorities
should strongly support
and guide to open
innovation. Business cases
has to be tempting and still
open. Don´t control
technology, control
expected results.

It is essential to develop safety requirements and
consistent criteria for them. There are several
challenges in defining performance requirements of
autonomous systems and sensors. Performance of
the human is vaguely defined in regulation and in
practice it varies according to fatique, age and
experience. We also lack common understanding of
the performance of technologies, sensors and
algorhitms and their development and what
threshold values for safety and security should be.

IACS will release
3 new URs about
Cyber resilence
on 2021.

Free word - add anything useful, e.g. links, comments, images

Requires Marine
Insurance
Industry
Cooperation

Write here!

Unmanned
must be able
to operate in
all operational
domanis

Minium safety
requirements

The crew will
give leeway
to operational
domains

Autonomous
operation could be
restricted to certain
sea areas (e.g.
exclude
archipleagos, ports)

Should be
safer or at
least as safe
as traditional
vessel

Safety cultur

There are several tools to ensure safety and
security in addition to legislation: risk analysis,
method certification, documentation, test and
simulator results, good practices, standards,
(voluntary)certifications. good practices and labels.

ISO 9241-810
introduces safe
behaviour as a
human-centric
safe response

Private-public sector cooperation could contribute
developing safety requirements and their validation
criteria simultaneously.
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Summary
Roundtable Summary
Key insights and written summary

Summary
This is a place for a written summary of the
roundtable results...

Double click image
to enter next mural
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